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Homelessness in Goulburn
Ovens Murray Region
The Hume Region Homelessness Network (the
Network) is a Network of agencies in Goulburn
Ovens Murray who work collaboratively for the
achievement of an integrated system providing
support and accommodation to people experiencing
or at risk of Homelessness in our region.
VICTORIA – DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES AREAS

The Network provides opportunities for agencies, Housing, Support services and
the broader community to address and resolve issues of Homelessness and its
prevention in the Region.

Who’s homeless
& where?
Who’s homeless?
Under the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) definition, a person can be
considered homeless if their current living
arrangement:
• is in a dwelling that is inadequate
• has no tenure, or if their initial tenure is
short and not extendable, or
• does not allow them to have control of,
and access to space for social relations.

(Source: AIHW fact sheet Specialist
Homelessness Services 2016-2017 Victoria)
From The 2016 Census The following
graph shows the number of people
experiencing homelessness in our
region by LGA
ALL HOMELESS PERSONS BY LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AUTHORITY (LGA)

Wangaratta 159

Wodonga 215

Towong 26

Murrundindi 33

Strathbogie 61

Indigo 24

Mansfield 27

Benalla 50

For example, the ABS notes that
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples’ are ‘more likely to be both
under counted and over represented
in the homeless population’ and that
people sleeping rough and people
staying in supported accommodation
for the homeless are also at risk of being
under counted or not counted at all in
the Census.

Alpine 42

This is considered to be a conservative
count, because some groups of people
are often under counted in the Census.

Moira 174

On the night of the 2016 Census, more
than 116,000 people were counted
as being homeless in Australia. This
includes both children and adults.

Mitchell 252

Greater Shepparton 833

The ABS presents its estimates of
homelessness using these groupings:
• People living in improvised dwellings,
tents or sleeping out
• People in supported accommodation
for the homeless
• People staying temporarily with other
households
• People living in boarding houses
• People in other temporary lodgings, and
• People living in ‘severely’ crowded
dwellings.

One in every 56 Victorians
sought support from a
homelessness service in the
2016-2017 financial year. A
quarter of these people live
outside our two major cities.

Total 1894

The Goulburn Ovens Murray also features:
• A greater proportion of people who are
sleeping rough
• 11.3% were students
• A high proportion with no income at all
• A high rate of people exiting prison
• Lower rates of diagnosed mental
health issues
• Increased number of contacts
per person

Improvised dwelling,
tents or sleeping out

Supported accommodation
for the homeless

Staying temporarily
with other households

Living in boarding houses

In other temporary lodgings

Living in ‘severely’
overcrowded dwellings

Living in other crowded dwellings

In other improvised dwellings

Persons who are marginally
housed in caravan parks

Where are they staying?
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Michael’s story
I live in the North East of Victoria and enjoy camping and hanging out with my friends.
The story of my struggle: I was recently living with my mother, younger brother and step father; I was violently assaulted by my step father. I
sustained a severe concussion from the assault. My step father was charged over the incident. This was one of several assaults over the past few
years. On the previous occasion, I left home and stayed with friends until I felt it was safe to return home.
After this last incident I realised it was too unsafe for me to return home again. I initially lived with an extended family member. I could only stay
here for a short time and I had to sleep on a mattress in the lounge room.
When I looked for help I was referred to Beyond Housing by a teacher at school; who in turn sent me to NESAY. NESAY linked me into Centrelink
so I could start receiving the ‘Unable to Live at Home Allowance’ and helped me to look for accommodation options. There was also assistance to
cover some of my emergency accommodation costs. They also told me about other services I could access in the area; including food parcels and
someone to talk to if I needed to about my experiences including free legal support.
What helped the most was that with NESAY’s support and assistance from some family members, I was able to find a place to live and continue
with my schooling. I am now house sharing with 3 other guys and have finished my secondary schooling. I am now about to start further tertiary
study. I have already been promised some casual work.
NESAY were very supportive and let me decide what help I wanted to receive and from whom.
Since this has all happened, I have gone on holidays with my family and started to get along better with my step-father. I won’t be moving back
home, but I think leaving home has helped improve our relationship and brought me closer to my mother.

Causes of
homelessness
The causes of homelessness are multiple, complex, challenging and hard for both
clients and agencies to resolve. From the 2016 report by La Trobe University
Housing affordability and homelessness in the Hume region-Victoria,
the four highest causes of homelessness over the
3 year period are financial difficulty, inadequate or
6.4%
inappropriate dwelling conditions, housing crisis and
domestic and family violence.
20%
18.3%
15.1%
11.2%
6.4%

Financial difficulties
Inadequate and inappropriate
dwelling conditions
Housing Crisis
Family Violence
Relationship/family breakdown

11.2%

15.1%

20%

18.3%

Jack’s story

My name is Jack, and I currently live at
the Salvocare refuge for homeless youth.
I enjoy singing, rapping, watching movies,
and buying clothes.
My story is no more remarkable than any
of the other young people out here at the
refuge; just different.
I come from a family of high achievers; it
was expected that I follow my siblings to
university and have a good job. I wanted
to find my own way, and be who I wanted
to be, however my father was not happy
with this. At 15, I got in with the wrong
crowd, and began smoking ‘pot’ and
drinking. I felt accepted by my friends,
and the pot seemed to ease my anxiety,
however things at home were becoming
more tense due to my lifestyle. I felt like
the ‘black sheep’ of the family, and my
father was constantly pressuring me to
do something ‘better’ with my life. I stole
from my mother to buy drugs (and still
carry guilt and shame from this).
I left home at 18; finished year 11 at
Shepparton High, and completed 18
months of VCAL Intermediate at TAFE.
My anxiety was worsening and at the
beginning of last year, I hit crisis-point
when I experienced a drug-induced
psychotic episode. I was admitted to the
psych-ward where I was diagnosed with
schizo-affective disorder/drug-induced
psychosis. I remained there for 6 weeks
and then transferred to PARC where I
spent another 3 weeks rehabilitating.
From there, I went to another
accommodation support program, ‘I was
heavily medicated, unmotivated, tired,
and felt like a zombie’. I felt like I was just
‘going through the motions of existing’.

I knew very little about support services
in the area, and didn’t really look for help
until I arrived at the Salvocare refuge.
The staff at the refuge ‘had their heads
screwed on straight’ and were very
helpful. I started to develop a mood for
change. Before arriving at the refuge, I
didn’t know what I wanted, but now my
head is clearer, and know I would like
a career in youth work. I could see my
mates going downhill, and I realised that I
didn’t want to go back there again.
My Case Manager has been helpful
with setting goals and career paths,
and is willing to have a laugh. He treats
me as an equal, is flexible and caring. I
could tell that some of the staff had also
experienced challenges in their lives, and
this has helped me to understand that
there’s hope for me. I found this to be
most helpful.
My short-term goals are: to enter the
Youth Foyer and begin community
services; gain knowledge; and work on
my anxiety/mental health. My long-term
goals are: to have a nice house; a wife and
kids; a job I enjoy (youth work); and to be
happy. ‘Life’s going to get good, It’s pretty
hard but I’m managing’.
It would be good if there were more
options for long-term housing; 6 weeks isn’t
realistic enough to get your life sorted.
In the end I think my time out at the
refuge has allowed me the opportunity to
take stock of my life, and work out what
I really want. I now believe my future is
good and I’m looking forward to it.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A SPECIALIST
HOMELESSNESS SUPPORT WORKER

‘Housing workers are
flat out as demand on
services is high. We are
busy trying to find non
existing, affordable or
emergency housing.’
‘Supporting people with a wide range
of referrals from drugs to mental
health, elder abuse, indigenous issues,
refugee issues, financial assistance,
material aid, providing some transport
etc takes a lot of time. On top of all that
is the administration of it all, the note
writing, monthly reports, care plans,
entry forms, exit forms, annual forms,
paper files, digital files a constant array
of phone calls, emails and door knocks.
The support to one client can take up the
whole week and sometimes the week
after. Our job title of support worker
could well be changed to case worker
because this is often what we are doing’
A quote from a worker demonstrating
the amount and volume of work it takes
for working with just one client.

The Stats
In 2011 the Australian Bureau of Statistics undertook a specialist homelessness count, which included our region. The total number
of people counted as being homeless during the count was 1463.

2011
In 2016 after the homelessness count was conducted this number was 1894.

2016
Entry Point (BeyondHousing) data for 2017 shows the following numbers of people sought homelessness assistance from all
community service programs:

5,510 people were homeless, at risk or needed help to maintain their tenancy.
4060 Were homeless or at extreme risk
1647
1018

4060

1018
1647

Sarah has five children; Sarah has been
through the Homelessness system twice
in 3 years. The main reason is family
violence. Before obtaining a Transitional
Housing property Sarah stayed in a
caravan funded by Beyond Housing and
then was couch surfing with people she
knew. However due to her intellectual
disability, the dependency/need for
support from her ex partner and the child
protection system’s processes she felt
she had no choice but to return to her ex
partner’s home so that reunification with
all of her children could occur, because this
is what was needed for reunification to
be done at that time.
On one day of extreme heat Beyond
Housing were able to fund a motel room
for Sarah for one night so she did not have
to stay out in the bush at her campsite.

Sarah’s Story

•

44% were singles

•

 4% were families with children (singles with children, couples with
4
children and ‘other’ family types )

•

47.6% (1934 people) were lone persons

People needed help to keep their tenancy
• 43% were single parent families
People were assisted to secure/maintain a private rental

Sarah is currently homeless again after ongoing
domestic violence incidents and child protection
stepping in to remove the children
Sarah was given a swag to help her to
live out in the bush as there was no
other accommodation available. Sarah
is now saying she can’t cope any longer
out in the bush. Sarah has couch surfed,
but the only people that take her in are
those who are allegedly ice users and it
appears that given Sarah’s desperation
and vulnerability that this is not in her best
interests. So now Sarah has returned to
her ex partner’s house – she talks about
the ongoing domestic violence but she
stays as she has nowhere else to go.

Sarah has no family support, no car and
no licence and is illiterate. Sarah feels she
cannot go into refuge or leave the area
due to needing to be able to access her
children, the local court in Shepparton and
being a ‘local’ to Cobram.
Sarah is still waiting for housing and other
support due to her intellectual disability.
Sarah is a very complex but not unusual
client that the system struggles to deal
with that meets her needs and that of her
family members.

Housing
affordability
Ace’s Story
Ace is a 24 year old female who
currently lives with her boyfriends
parents in rural Victoria. Ace travels for
approximately 1hr each way to attend
her part- time work, as well as twice
weekly appointments with a therapeutic
mental health treatment provider. Ace
likes the alone time during travel as she
finds it peaceful, which is opposed to her
busy and noisy home environment, that
exacerbates her mental health.
Ace has significant mental ill-health
with depression, anxiety and borderline
personality disorder. Ace experiences
severe financial hardship as she has been
left with her ex-partners debt. Ace works
part time and is often late for work due
to her travel and lethargy. The part-time
wage does not provide enough money
to cover all the debt repayments. His
parents are verbally abusive to each
other on a daily basis.
Ace wants to move into her own house,
closer to her work and health care
providers, and eliminate the added petrol

costs. Unfortunately Ace does not make
enough money to cover the average
private rental and has even less available
after she pays the financial obligations
to debtors. Ace has tried to sell a vehicle,
which still has a debt greater than the
worth of the vehicle.
Ace says, when she looked for help, she
found out about North East Support and
Action for Youth Inc. (NESAY). Ace says;
having someone assisting her to prioritise
solutions, tailored to her specific needs
and work out a plan with her, helps her
to feel supported, and gain more control
over her current situation. This helps
to take away a lot of the pressure that
exacerbates her anxiety.
Still, it could have been better, if there
were more affordable properties
available for private rent.
In the end, Ace believes that she cannot
afford a house in the open rental market on
her current income and will need ongoing
support to achieve independent living.

Like the majority of Australia,
Housing affordability within our
region is of significant and growing
concern. This is due to a number
of different but interacting
changes of demographic changes,
shifts in the housing market and
government policies which have
led to diminished housing
affordability and increased risk of
housing stress and homelessness.
The impacts of these issues clearly
fall hardest on individuals and
families on low incomes and those
often described as ‘disadvantaged’,
however they can and do impact
entire communities.
For single people fortunate enough
to obtain private rental, they pay
in excess of 37% of their income
on rent for a 1 bedroom property
and 57% of their income on rent
for a 2 bedroom property based on
median rental prices, far exceeding
the maximum National affordability
benchmark of 30%.

In responding to the challenges
presented by housing affordability
and homelessness, it is essential
that the community as a whole
understands the drivers and causes
of homelessness, the challenge
of a lack of affordable, safe and
secure housing and work together
to address the housing needs of all
members of our communities.
Some of the key factors influencing
the overall increase in demand for
housing include the following:
• Population ageing
• Proportional growth in
smaller households (i.e.
households typically contain
fewer people than in past)
• Emerging trend in larger
multi-generational
households
The now disbanded National
Housing Supply Council projected
that such demographic changes
would see the total number
of households in Australia
increase from 8,909,000 in
2011 to 10,553,000 in 2021 and
12,168,000 in 2031. Based on
these projections, they estimated
the national housing shortfall to be
370,000 by 2016, 492,000 by 2021
and 663,000 by 2031.
The housing crisis will deepen,
with inadequate housing supply
a key factor and housing will
become increasingly unaffordable
with the worst impacts falling
on low-income households,
particularly those living in the
private rental market (National
Housing Supply Council, 2012).

Samantha’s Story
My name is Samantha and I live in
Wodonga in North East Victoria. I like
to enjoy quality time with my son. The
struggle I experience is related to family
violence. I sought help through Family
Violence services in Albury and was
linked with Safe Steps Victoria due to
my hope to relocate to Melbourne. I was
supported to catch a train with my son and
gain support through Safe Steps. Initially
this was fantastic when we originally
arrived in Melbourne however when my
support needs were outreached to the
homelessness sector in Melbourne the
quality of care and thought put into placing
myself and my son took a backward
step. We were put up in emergency
accommodation in less than desirable
motels with needles, abusive residents
and we felt quite unsafe. After 1 week I felt

it was safer for me and my son to return
to Albury (close to the perpetrator of
violence) than stay in Melbourne.
Since returning to the border I reached
out to Junction Support Services in
Wodonga as I didn’t want to remain in
Albury. Since gaining assistance from
JSS I have been supported to obtain a 2
Bedroom property through the Rapid
Housing Program co-ordinated by
Beyond Housing and for the first time in
almost 12 months I now have a safe place
to call my own for my son and myself.
I feel it could have been better if
supports/accommodation options
provided for victims of Family Violence
were co-ordinated when women make
the monumental decision to relocate for
safety reasons.

In the end, I feel that I have received the best
outcome for me and my son: a place to call home
for as long as I need.

Of the top 10 affordable regional, rural
and coastal LGAs for households on the
minimum wage, only three Hume Region
LGAs were listed as affordable:

Total number of
listings

The affordability of
appropriate rental
properties in regional
Victoria for such people
is somewhat better,
though the rental market
is still overwhelmingly
out of reach.

% of suitable
listings

The rental snapshot found that, when broken into regional and metropolitan
areas, there are virtually no affordable properties with sufficient rooms to prevent
overcrowding available within metropolitan Melbourne for individuals and families
subsisting on income support payments or pensions.

LGA

Private
rental &
housing
stress

As in all places in Australia we face a significant problem between demand for housing and
adequate supply. A recent report by Anglicare Victoria ‘Rental Affordability Snapshot’ has
found the affordability of the Victorian rental market remains extremely low.

Mitchell

100%

6

Swan Hill

100%

7

Murrundindi

100%

32

Gannawarra

79.4%

39

Macedon ranges

78.6%

154

Central Goldfields

75.5%

45

75%

4

Wodonga

74.8%

111

Bass Coast

73.9%

115

Campaspe

72.1%

122

Ararat

Nola’s Story
Nola is a 55 year old woman who has
lived in Shepparton all her life. She has
recently separated from her husband
after many years of abuse. Nola has no
private rental history as she has lived
in the family home all her married life.
Because Nola had no experience with
having to access Community or other
services, Nola had no idea where to go
for help. She stayed on a friend’s couch
for six months before seeking assistance
from BeyondHousing. Nola was assisted
to find and access private rental
through the Private Rental Assistance
Program. Nola attended and applied
for over forty properties before finally
finding something she could reasonably
afford. Nola is very aware of the lack of
affordable and singles accommodation
in her local area and will need to be very
careful to manage her new situation due
to living on a very small fixed income.

What is it to be in housing stress?
Housing stress in the private rental market has been identified as a growing concern. It
is well established in Australia that households paying 30% or more of their income on
housing are regarded as likely to be experiencing housing stress In its report ‘Housing
Assistance in Australia’, the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW, 2014)
identified that the proportion of low-income households experiencing housing stress
had increased from 37% in 2007-08 to 44% in 2011-12. For the households in the
lowest 10% of income, the proportion was highest at 60% in 2011-12.
It is important to recognise however that housing stress is not simply about inadequate
income (though that is a major issue in itself for the majority of households) but also
of lack of access due to there not being enough affordable rental properties available.
Even where affordable properties are nominally available in the market, they are
occupied by households with higher incomes.

The Anglicare ‘Rental Affordability Snapshot’ confirms what we are already experiencing, that those who rely on income support
are excluded from the private rental market. The overall rental stock available in the region can be quite low resulting in increased
competition for a scarce resource. Low income earners are increasingly being faced with a range of unacceptable choices; pay
more than you can afford or live in inappropriate housing for your needs. This is particularly true for the increasing number of older
persons living in private rental in the region.
AFFORDABLE LETTINGS FOR INDICATIVE HOUSEHOLDS ON CENTRELINK INCOMES JANUARY TO MARCH 2017

Region

Goulburn-Ovens-Murray

1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom

3 Bedroom

#

%

#

%

#

%

4+ Bedroom
#

%

#

Total
%

35

32.7%

444

67.6%

690

65.5%

290

67.6%

1,459

65.0%

Source: DHHS Rental Report January to March 2017
This table depicts the number of affordable lettings for indicative households on Centrelink incomes. However, the occupation of
affordable stock by households with higher incomes has caused a “mismatch between supply and demand leading to increased
competition for the few affordable properties currently in the market, with the remaining households forced to compete for more
expensive/less affordable properties. If successful, low-income tenants are likely to have little choice but to spend an increased
proportion of their incomes on rent, placing them at higher risk of housing stress.
The shortage of one bedroom private rental stock (as little as 35 one bedroom properties available in the January to March 2017
quarter, is also indicative of the number of single people waiting for social housing there being 322 singles people waiting for social
housing at the time of this report.
In Jan-Mar 2017, there were

There were

This means that there was a

affordable properties available
across the region.

households waiting for social housing
in June and Oct counts in 2017.

(61%) shortfall of affordable private rental
properties for the number of people waiting

1,281 3,288 2,007

All 1281 affordable properties in July-September 2017 were all tenanted, which means that those on low-incomes/social housing
wait lists missed out on accessing these properties.

What are we doing & what
do we do well?
Preventing
Homelessness
A stable home provides the foundation
for participation in the community,
employment and in education. The
experience of homelessness can be a
traumatic one and the longer it persists,
the existing problems are exacerbated
and new problems develop. For families
and children, homelessness can disrupt
schooling and lead to poor educational
attainment. For individuals, homelessness
can lead to the onset of a multitude of
issues, including mental health, general
health and substance misuse.
By preventing homelessness in the first
place, by saving tenancies or getting
people back into housing quickly, is the
best way to prevent the ongoing cost of

homelessness to both the individual and
to the broader community.

PRAP can help them secure housing
before they experience homelessness.

There are many examples of what we are
doing well in the region. We are fortunate
to have been funded to provide some
remarkably successful programs such as
the Private Rental Assistance Program
(through BeyondHousing), which assists
people find and keep private rental
accommodation.

The Shepparton Education First
Youth Foyer provides young people
with personal support services and
accommodation while they are engaged
in study or training, to prepare them for
the transition to independent living and
employment. The foyer is located close to
and linked to Goulburn Ovens Institute
of TAFE (GOTAFE) to ensure education
pathways, shared services and access to
TAFE facilities.

The STAR (Supporting tenancies at Risk)
program (through BeyondHousing)
assists identify people who are struggling
or having difficulty with private rental
sustain or find alternative and more
sustainable private or other housing.
These two programs sit alongside each
other and have proven to be extremely
effective and successful. If STAR is unable
to assist a person sustain their tenancy,

The Shepparton EFY Foyer provides an
integrated accommodation and support
model for 40 young people living in
independent studio apartments on a
single site. The emphasis is on enabling
young people to commit to and achieve
their education and employment goals.

Key services include accommodation,
education, employment, health and
wellbeing, social connection, civic
participation and housing and living skills.
The students must complete a Certificate
1 in Developing Independence through
GOTAFE.
Young people may stay up to two years
at the foyer while they work towards
independent living. It is a transitional
space. When young people are ready to
leave the foyer, they are assisted to find
alternative accommodation and follow
up support is provided if the young
person needs it.
The region prides itself on its excellent
networking, collaboration and
cooperation both between Network
member agencies but also with other
allied and emergency relief services.

Anna’s Story
Anna was homeless and pregnant in Melbourne with her oldest kinder aged child in the care
of paternal grandparents. Anna is separated but still in a relationship with her partner who
is the father of her children. There were Issues of domestic violence and drug use involving
both parents (her mother was also a victim of family violence). Anna was referred to Beyond
Housing in Wangaratta from a Melbourne welfare service.
Anna was couch surfing while staying at her parents where there was alleged alcohol misuse
and it was also inappropriate housing. Anna was very anxious that she was about to have her
second child with no stable housing and separated from her kinder aged child and partner.
Child protection wanted to reunify the kinder aged child to Anna and her partners care but
Anna and her partner had no appropriate or stable housing.
Anna came to Yarrawonga to get away from the negative links and associates in Melbourne
–especially around the drug taking issues. Anna ended up applying for transitional housing
in Yarrawonga and moved down without her partner who was unwilling in the end to move
away from the drug taking environment in Melbourne.
Anna moved down with her new born baby and her kinder aged child who was returned to
her care.
Anna got involved with her child’s primary school where she had started school for the first
time in Yarrawonga, she formed some social links and friendships and started undertaking
a course of study and enrolled in a Drug counselling course. Anna also started working and
obtained some work locally.
Anna’s tenancy went amazingly well and she was able to pay off her private rental debt from
Melbourne. Anna ended up obtaining private rental and is happily renting in Yarrawonga
with her two children.
Anna needed stable and safe housing and this then gave her the opportunity to positively
address and progress with her other issues which she has done an amazing job of.

The majority of agencies provide an
outreach service, whereby they take
their services out to remote or isolated
places when people cannot get to where
the service is located.

Jordan’s Story
‘I like to spend time with my child and my friends’.
The story of struggle I experience is; I became pregnant at young age 20, with my boyfriend of 4 years. We relocated back to our home town in
the Hume Region from Melbourne. We found a rental property for $280 per week, and I wasn’t working due to being pregnant. My child was
born, I then split from my boyfriend, who left us to fend for ourselves with all expenses including rental and with very limited family support.
When I looked for help I found NESAY, who were willing to listen to my story and offer assistance including working with my rental. NESAY’s,
immediate response was to communicate with the Real Estate Agency and advocate on my behalf, also supported with Centrelink and the
urgency of parenting payments and rent assistance. NESAY were able to link me in with a financial counsellor in my own town, which helped
me work on my budget. NESAY was able to assist me with setting up Centrepay for my utilities bills, where I am making smaller payments
towards my electricity, water and gas.
And what helped most was having NESAY come to me in my town as transportation was a barrier. For me living in the outer lying area of the
Hume Region, there are not many service providers who attend my town, which can make it very difficult to gain support. There is not much
public transport available that allows me to attend the bigger townships like Benalla or Wangaratta for assistance.
NESAY has been fantastic in working with me to ensure my rental property was ok.

Having more affordable rentals within the Hume Region for those on a
low and limited budget would be helpful. I enjoy the opportunity to live
independently instead of having to rely on welfare services.
‘In the end I was able to keep my rental due to the huge help and support from NESAY and other services. I have very limited transportation
options as well so having NESAY come to me, was helpful. With NESAY support, I am now able to budget toward living independently, in the
open rental market. My child and I are one of the lucky ones’.
However, outreach is very costly, especially with the ‘tyranny of distance’ that a 46,500 kms region offers and with both the cost of travel,
vehicle maintenance and the time it takes to get to some places being a considerable challenge.

What more could we do?
Recently Council to Homeless Persons, the peak body for the Homelessness Services Sector in Victoria, conducted local
consultations to assist identify what more can be done to improve our response to people experiencing homelessness. Their report
‘Goulburn and Ovens Murray Homelessness priorities’’ identified some of the things we need to do better.
FOR LGAs
•

Increase Inclusionary zoning

•

Identify vacant land to build more social housing

•

Reduce application fees to enable and build more social housing

•

Introduce rate reductions for providers of Social Housing

FOR STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
•

Expand the Education First Youth Foyer model to Wangaratta and Wodonga. This very successful model of offering up to two
years accommodation in a supported environment to young people to allow them to complete their education currently only
operates in Shepparton. The outcomes for young people overwhelmingly demonstrate the success of this model

•

Recognise the support needs of rural and regional communities by providing additional outreach capacity in homelessness
prevention support teams.

•

Young people exiting out of home care should be entitled to funded supports to the age of 21 (currently 18)to ensure that they
are supported to avoid homelessness

•

Provide funding flexibility for support

FOR HUME REGION HOMELESSNESS NETWORK
•

Work with Communities at the local level to reduce homelessness

•

Assist inform Communities to reduce the stigma of homelessness

•

Improve cross sectoral and community collaboration to reduce homelessness

FOR COMMUNITY
•

Build dedicated crisis accommodation for very vulnerable clients

•

Join the Council to Homeless Persons campaign calling on our leaders to fix Australia’s housing system now. Visit
everybodyshome.com.au to watch our video, and then take a moment to sign up.

We need more housing
Victoria needs 3,000 new social/community housing properties every year to contribute to current unmet housing needs.
(Source: Infrastructure Victoria 30 year Infrastructure Plan. Victoria needs 30,000 new affordable dwellings over 10 years)
In the end, increasing access to affordable, safe, long term housing is the key to addressing homelessness in our community. Only by doing
this, all our efforts, commitment, work and energy will not prevent any one of us becoming homeless at any stage in our lives. It can happen
to anyone, at any time and often when it is most unexpected.
As Jordan said...

‘Having more affordable rentals within the Hume Region for those on a
low and limited budget would be helpful. I enjoy the opportunity to live
independently instead of having to rely on welfare services”

For more information please contact
Hume Region Homelessness Network Coordinator
BeyondHousing
40-42 Rowan Street Wangaratta 3677
M 0407 727 721
T 03 5722 8000
F 03 5722 4964

